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Abstract
MEGAN B. KRATZ: Intracortical Inputs to Neurons in Layer 4 of Primary Auditory Cortex
(under direction of Dr. Paul B. Manis)

Primary auditory cortex (A1) is organized tonotopically. However, individual
neurons in A1 respond to a wider range of sound frequencies than would be predicted by
their thalamic inputs, which suggests the existence of cross-frequency intracortical inputs.
We use photostimulation in slices of mouse A1 that contain the entire tonotopic map to
identify cross-frequency intracortical inputs to Layer 4 (L4) neurons. We find that L4
neurons receive intracortical inputs from L4 and L6 neurons in columns ~300 µm caudal
and/or rostral to the cell, in addition to local columnar input. These lateral inputs are most
likely tuned to different frequencies than the neuron that receives them. This result
suggests that L4 neurons receive inputs that have a harmonic relationship to their best
frequencies. These lateral connections may be part of a circuit that allows A1 to detect
auditory objects with specific harmonic structure.
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Chapter I
Introduction

It has been clear for more than half a century that the response properties of
neurons in primary cortical areas are spatially organized to reflect the organization of the
sensory epithelium of their corresponding modality. For example, neurons in the visual
cortex are organized retinotopically (Dräger, 1975) while those in somatosensory cortex
are organized such that neurons that respond to stimulation of one area of skin are near
neurons that respond to stimulation of adjacent areas of skin (somatotopically) (Marshall,
Woolsey, & Bard, 1937). In auditory cortex, neurons are organized in large-scale
tonotopic maps (Merzenich, Knight, & Roth, 1975), reflecting the mechanical separation
of sound frequency by basilar membrane motion and the resulting excitation of the hair
cells in the cochlea, though this tonotopic organization is less apparent at high resolution
(Bandyopadhyay, Shamma, & Kanold, 2010; Rothschild, Nelken, & Mizrahi, 2010).
These spatial maps extend through the depth of cortical layers, in “columns” (Hubel &
Wiesel, 1965; Mountcastle, 1957).
In auditory cortex, response properties that have been found to be consistent
within radial electrode penetration include characteristic frequency (bat:(Suga, 1965); cat:
(Abeles & Goldstein, 1970; Merzenich et al., 1975)), binaurality and sound location
(macaque: (Brugge & Merzenich, 1973); cat: (Clarey, Barone, & Imig, 1994; Imig &

Adrián, 1977; Middlebrooks, Dykes, & Merzenich, 1980; but see Phillips & Irvine, 1983;
Reser, Fishman, Arezzo, & Steinschneider, 2000)), intensity tuning (Clarey et al., 1994),
and threshold (Suga, 1965).
While the tonotopic map runs from low to high frequencies along one dimension
(caudal to rostral in rodents and cats), it is not entirely clear what response properties may
be organized along the orthogonal axis. Many sound features have been shown to be
segregated along the dorso-ventral axis in cats, including binaurality (Middlebrooks et al.,
1980), sound intensity, speed of frequency modulated sweeps (Mendelson, Schreiner,
Sutter, & Grasse, 1993), excitatory bandwidth (Read, Winer, & Schreiner, 2001) and
response latency (Linden & Schreiner, 2003), but a consistent, monotonic arrangement of
a single response feature does not appear to be present. While some aspects of binaurality
are topographically separated in auditory cortex, they are not nearly as distinct as the
ocular dominance columns seen in visual cortex of cats (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) or
primates (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968).
In the auditory system, information from each ear is combined to determine sound
location long before reaching auditory cortex, so cortical processing may reflect other
dimensions of the acoustic environment that are less directly related to the physical
stimulus. Auditory information travels through many more nuclei than visual or
somatosensory information does before reaching the cortex. Thus, auditory cortex may
operate on a more abstracted representation of the sensory environment. Indeed, it is not
entirely clear what sound features are relevant to auditory cortical neurons.
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It is likely that neurons in auditory cortex are detectors of higher level features of
sounds, which may include combinations of specific frequencies (Sadagopan & Wang,
2009) or direction of frequency modulation (Suga, 1965; Zhang, Tan, Schreiner, &
Merzenich, 2003). Thus, the response properties of these neurons are complex and not
completely understood. Unlike visual cortex, where many neurons respond to simple
stimuli, responses to sound in auditory cortex are sparse, with less than 5% of neurons
responding to any given stimulus (Chechik et al., 2006; Hromádka, Deweese, & Zador,
2008). Furthermore, 25 to 50% of auditory cortical neurons can be silent in response to
tones (Evans & Whitfield, 1964; Sadagopan & Wang, 2009). These neurons were recently
shown to be responsive to specific combinations of tones in specific temporal relations
(Sadagopan & Wang, 2009), though sensitivity to combined tones was shown much
earlier in neurons that responded poorly to single tones (Suga, O'Neill, & Manabe, 1978;
Suga, O'Neill, Kujirai, & Manabe, 1983). Recently, complex features such as the
fundamental frequency of different vowel sounds have also been shown to be coded in
activity of cortical ensembles (Bizley, Walker, King, & Schnupp, 2010). All of these
computations presumably require communication between neurons tuned to different
frequencies, and suggest that neurons communicate across different regions of the
tonotopic map.
Although they share important features, A1 and V1 differ in the tasks they
perform. Our sensory systems work with perceptual objects. Though the idea of a
perceptual object is difficult to define precisely, we can have an intuitive understanding
of what might constitute an object (for review see Shinn-Cunningham & Best, 2008).
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Thus, visual objects include things such as a musical instrument, a person, or a car. A
melody played by a trumpet, a person’s voice and a car’s ignition starting are all
examples of auditory objects. It is uncommon for a visual object to take up more than a
small fraction of our visual field, or to be discontinuous across the visual field (although
visual objects can be and often are obscured by other objects). However, auditory objects
frequently have component frequencies that are spread along most of our hearing range
and are commonly not continuous. The auditory system therefore needs to be able to link
information that is sensed in spatially distant parts of the cochlea and is represented in
spatially distant parts of auditory cortex. This presents unique challenges for the neural
circuitry that processes sound. The first place in the auditory system where such
convergence from inputs across the entire cochlear partition can take place in an auditory
context is the primary auditory cortex (Kaur, Rose, Lazar, Liang, & Metherate, 2005)
(although the molecular layer of the dorsal cochlear nucleus has cross-tonotopic
connections, primarily associated with multi-sensory interactions related to sound
localization in elevation (Oertel & Young, 2004)). This points to the existence of lateral
connectivity between different parts of the tonotopic map.
Auditory cortex also differs from visual cortex on an anatomical level. In V1
thalamic projections from the lateral geniculate nucleus precisely target L4 and obey
laminar boundaries much more strictly than in A1, where thalamic projections from the
ventral division of the medial geniculate nucleus terminate in L3 as well as in L4 (Winer,
1984). Target cells of thalamic axons also have different morphologies in V1 and in A1
(Smith & Populin, 2001). In visual cortex thalamorecipient neurons are spiny stellate
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cells, whose dendrites are mostly confined to layer 4. In contrast, in auditory cortex
thalamorecipient neurons in layer 4 have apical dendrites that extend towards the pial
surface. Some of these neurons have a typical pyramidal morphology, with apical
dendrites that extend into L1 and tuft at the L1/L2 boundary, while others have an apical
dendrite that extends into L2/3 and does not tuft (Barbour & Callaway, 2008; Metherate
& Aramakis, 1999; Smith & Populin, 2001). This positions layer 4 neurons in A1 to
receive more intracortical input than their counterparts in visual cortex. Because layer 2/3
is the source of many horizontal projections, it is likely that this intracortical input is
coming from spatially distant neurons, thus providing a substrate for analyzing
information coming from different frequency regions of the basilar membrane (Kaur,
Lazar, & Metherate, 2004).
The physiological responses of neurons to acoustic stimuli also suggest the
presence of horizontal connections between neurons in A1. Several studies have
demonstrated that when intracortical activity is inhibited in A1, subthreshold responses to
spectrally distant stimuli are diminished more than responses to stimuli near the
characteristic frequency of the area (Happel, Jeschke, & Ohl, 2010; Kaur et al., 2004;
2005 but see Liu, Wu, Arbuckle, Tao, & Zhang, 2007). Given the tonotopic organization
of A1, it is likely that subthreshold responses to spectrally distant stimuli are coming
from neurons that are also spatially distant from the recording site. However, it is not yet
clear whether these long-range horizontal connections exist, or where in the laminar
circuit they are coming from (ie. whether they are coming from supragranular,
infragranular or L4 cells).
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In the simplest canonical cortical circuit, thalamic axons synapse onto cells in L4.
Layer 4 cells then project to supragranular layers (L2/3), and supragranular layers project
to infragranular layers (L5 and L6). Much of the work on cortical circuitry has been done
in visual cortex of cats and primates. Gilbert and Wiesel gave us the first model of a
canonical cortical circuit, based on their work that used horseradish peroxidase to trace
the axonal arbors of visual cortical neurons in different layers (Gilbert, 1983). In their
model, thalamic axons terminate in L4. L4 excitatory cells then project up to L2/3. L2/3
cells then project to L5, which projects to L6. L6 then projects back to L4 (Douglas &
Martin, 2004; Gilbert, 1983). We now know that the circuit is more complicated than
that; L2/3 cells have significant recurrent connections within L2/3. L4 and L6 also have
intralaminar connections, although to a lesser extent than in L2/3. Now we know more
about the multiple classes of neurons within each layer, so we know that there is a class
of L6 cells that project to L3 (Hirsch, Gallagher, Alonso, & Martinez, 1998), as well as
recurrent excitation within L6 (Katz, 1987). A similar laminar pattern has been shown to
exist in auditory cortex (Ojima, Honda, & Jones, 1991; 1992).
Anatomical studies of A1 typically show that most of the projections extend
within isofrequency sheets, perpendicular to the tonotopic axis (Matsubara & Phillips,
1988; Ojima et al., 1991; Reale, Brugge, & Feng, 1983). However, axons that project
across the tonotopic axis can also be found (Ojima & Takayanagi, 2004). The resolution
of these studies is limited by the size of the tracer injection (except when single cell
injections are done (Ojima et al., 1991)). It is also difficult to determine which layer the
target cells of the axons are in since many cells have dendrites that extend across many
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layers. Another limitation of anatomical tracing studies is that they cannot be used to
measure functional aspects, such as the strength of the synapses or whether they are
inhibitory or excitatory.
One way to resolve these limitations is to use laser-scanning photostimulation
(LSPS) (Callaway & Katz, 1993). LSPS uses light from a focussed laser beam to excite
neurons in a specific location in a brain slice. Neuronal excitation can be accomplished in
a couple of ways. One way is to infuse the slice and recording solution with a “caged”
glutamate compound, that consists of glutamate covalently bonded to an molecule that
blocks its ability to bind to receptors. Laser light of a specific wavelength can hydrolyze
the covalent bond freeing the bound glutamate so it can activate cells in the area where
the laser stimulus occurred. Another way to use LSPS is to use a blue laser to activate
neurons or axons that express Channelrhodopsin in a particular area of the slice.
Two studies have previously used LSPS with glutamate-uncaging to examine
local circuits within A1 (Barbour & Callaway, 2008; Oviedo, Bureau, Svoboda, & Zador,
2010). Barbour and Calloway (2008) examined the sources of inputs to L2/3 and L4 cells
in coronal slices of rat A1. Coronal slices do not contain neurons from across the
tonotopic map, but may contain connections within iso-frequency sheets. They found that
L4 cells primarily receive input from other L4 cells near them, but also receive some
input from L2/3. However, due to their orientation of slicing, this study did not probe the
possible cross-tonotopic connections to L4 cells. Oviedo et al (2010) studied the radial
anisotropy of inputs to L2/3 cells in A1. They mapped inputs to L2/3 cells in slices that
were cut parallel to the tonotopic axis and in slices cut orthogonal to the tonotopic axis.
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They found that within coronal slices cut orthogonal to the tonotopic axis, L2 and L3
cells receive input predominantly from cells within the same vertical column (which
seems to contradict the anatomical studies cited above). In contrast, in slices that span the
tonotopic axis, L3 cells receive input from L5 and L6 ~250 µm anterior to the recorded
cell. L2 cells receive predominantly columnar input in both slice orientations.
However, the cross-tonotopic intracortical inputs to L4 neurons remain unknown.
To investigate the extent to which L4 neurons receive horizontal input from cells in
different regions of the tonotopic map, we use LSPS to map inputs to L4 cells in slices
that are cut parallel to the tonotopic axis. We found that input maps of individual L4
neurons are heterogeneous but typically contain a few common features, including local
L4 input, discrete L4 inputs from ~300 µm rostral and caudal that often line up with
discrete L6 inputs from ~300 µm rostral and caudal, and columnar L6 inputs.
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Chapter II
Methods

All experiments used CBA mice that were 35 to 43 days postnatal (p35--43). For
excitation profile experiments 11 cells in 5 slices from 4 animals were used. In mapping
experiments, data was obtained from 22 cells in 18 slices from 15 animals.

Dissection

All animals were anesthetized following a protocol approved by the Univ. of
North Carolina Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol number
09-223.0) with 0.2 mg/kg of Ketamine/Xylazine. More Ketamine/Xylazine was used to
achieve an areflexic state if necessary. After animals became areflexic they were
decapitated; the brain was removed and immersed in ice-cold dissecting solution. The
dissection solution contained (in mM): N-methyl-d-glucamine 135, choline-Cl 20, KCl
2.2, KH2PO4 1.2, NaHCO3 20, glucose 10, MgSO4 1.5, CaCl2 0.5 and pH was adjusted to
7.4. The brain was blocked and hemisected, and blocks containing auditory cortex were
mounted such that the slicing plane was 15 degrees off horizontal. This plane of section
preserves the thalamocortical projections from the MGB, and contains neurons from
across the tonotopic map. Thalamocortical slices of primary auditory cortex (Cruikshank,

Rose, & Metherate, 2002) of 400 µm thickness were cut using a Leica vibrating slicer.
After being cut slices were transferred to a holding chamber containing artificial
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF), containing (in mM): NaCl 122, KCl 1.75, KH2PO4 1.25,
NaHCO3 25, glucose 10, myo-inositol 3, Na pyruvate 2, ascorbic acid 0.4, MgSO4 4,
CaCl2 4. Elevated calcium and magnesium concentrations were used to increase release
probability at synapses, and to stabilize cell membranes to increase thresholds. This
allowed for more reliable detection of connections while minimizing the potential for
polysynaptic activation. The holding chamber was kept at 34 degrees C for 15-20
minutes, then allowed to cool to room temperature. Slices remained in this chamber for
up to 6 hours until they were transferred to the recording chamber. The time between
decapitation and transfer of slices to the holding chamber was typically 15-20 minutes.

Recording

All experiments used a 5 mL recirculating bath containing ACSF with 250 µM
MNI-caged glutamate, 500 µM S-MCPG (a metabotropic glutamate receptor antagonist)
and 50 µM D-APV (an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist). S-MCPG
was used to reduce the activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors from build-up of
glutamate that had been uncaged during the course of the experiment. D-APV was used
to minimize polysynaptic excitation. All recordings were performed at room temperature
(20-25 degrees C).
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UV stimulation was produced by a diode-pumped solid state laser (DPSS Lasers,
Santa Clara, CA). The laser power was measured for each recording using a beam
sampler that reflected a very small portion of the beam to a photodiode. Using custom
software (available at http://luke.campagnola.me/code/acq4) this allowed us to adjust the
length of time the laser was active for each stimulation so that the energy that reached the
sample was constant. For excitation profiles a range of energies from 1 to 7 µJoules (µJ)
was used. All mapping experiments used a 5 µJ stimulation. The laser went through two
75 mm UV-antireflective lenses, one of which was movable in the axis perpendicular to
the laser, which allowed us to adjust the size of the stimulation area. The size of the laser
spot at the tissue in all experiments was 50.1 +/- 3.2 µm in diameter. Two fixed mirrors
directed the beam onto a pair of front-surface scan mirrors controlled by a pair of
galvanometers (Cambridge Technologies, , MA). These scan mirrors adjusted the angle of
the beam through a fixed point at the back of the microscope objective so that after going
through the objective the location of the beam on the slice could be controlled.
Stimulation sites were arranged in a hexagonal grid over auditory cortex. Sites
were spaced 35 µm apart, such that adjacent sites likely stimulated an overlapping set of
cells (see Figure 1). Because the entire stimulation area could not fit in the field of the
objective, multiple sets of stimulations were performed over different areas.
For excitation profile experiments cells were recorded in cell attached mode or
whole cell current clamp mode. Patch electrodes for excitation profile experiments were
pulled from 1.2 mm borosilicate glass and contained (in mM): K gluconate 130, NaCl 4,
HEPES 10, EGTA 0.2, creatinine phosphate (TRIS salt) 10, MgATP 4, GTP (TRIS salt)
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0.3. Signals were recorded through a MultiClamp 700B amplifier, digitized at 400 kHz,
low-pass filtered at 2.4 kHz and downsampled by custom software so that the effective
sample rate of stored data was 10 kHz.
For mapping experiments cells were recorded in intracellularly in voltage-clamp
mode using pipettes containing (in mM): CsMeSO4 128, CsCl 2, EGTA 5, HEPES 10,
MgATP 4, GTP (TRIS salt) 0.3, creatinine phosphate (TRIS salt) 10, QX314 Cl 3.
Pipettes were pulled from 1.5mm KG-33 glass and coated with Sylgard 184 (Dow
Corning, Midland, MI). Pipette resistances were 2-4 MOhms. Signals for mapping
experiments were recorded in the same way as excitation profile experiments except that
they were downsampled so that the effective sample rate was 20 kHz.

Analysis

Event detection

To detect events, low-pass filtered traces were exponentially deconvolved
(Richardson & Silberberg, 2008); deconvolved events that crossed a threshold were
marked. Marked events were then fit to a double exponential, re-convolved, and accepted
or rejected based on their shape. Due to differences in the series resistance, membrane
resistance and noise level of each cell, parameters for the exponential deconvolution and
threshold detection were adjusted to best fit each cell. Events were accepted if they were
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greater that 8 pA in amplitude, had a decay time constant between 0.2 and 60 ms, and the
fractional error of the fit was less that 0.5.

Spatial correlation algorithm

We used a spatial correlation algorithm developed by Bendels et al. (Bendels,
Beed, Schmitz, Johenning, & Leibold, 2010) to determine the probability that events
detected in the post-stimulus time window were spontaneous (Figure 3). The spatial
correlation algorithm uses the probability that an event is spontaneous, p, calculated by:

p = 1− e(− rs∗Δt )

Eq. 1

where rs is the rate of spontaneous events and Δt is the width of the time window in
which events are being detected. In our analysis Δt was 100 ms. Measured probability of
spontaneous activity p for cells we recorded ranged from 0.02 for the cell with the lowest
spontaneous event rate to 0.94 for the cell with the highest spontaneous event rate. p for
the cell with the median spontaneous event rate was 0.44.
Because stimulation sites were spaced 35 µm apart, it is likely that nearby sites
included overlapping populations of cells. Thus, stimulation-evoked events should be
spatially correlated. We used the method described by Bendels et al. (2008) to determine
the probability, F, of observing n or more sites with events in the N stimulations sites
within 90 µm radius:
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p j ∗(1− p)N − j ∗ N!
F(n) = ∑
j!( N − j )!
j≥n
N

Eq. 2

where n is the number of sites with events that we observed. Sites with F < 0.02 were
considered locations with presynaptically connected cells.

Location normalization

Because the shape of the hippocampus changes rapidly in the area of auditory
cortex, the shape of cortex differed between slices. The depth of the cortex also increased
over the caudal to rostral extent of A1, and there was slight curvature over the mapped
area in some slices. To combine/compare input maps from different cells, we therefore
needed to re-map the positions of stimulation sites onto a normalized set of coordinates.
In the normalized set of coordinates, the x-position of the stimulation site was determined
by the lateral position of the site relative to the cell after adjusting for the curvature of the
cortex. The y-position of the site corresponded to the location of the site as a percent of
the depth into the cortex. So that the x and y coordinates would have the same units, we
set 100% depth equal to 1.11 mm, the average depth of the cortex across slices.
Positions were mapped using a bilinear transformation. The area of stimulated
auditory cortex was divided into quadrilaterals where two sides extending radially
through cortex were set to be orthogonal to the pial surface at their lateral position, and
the other two sides traced the pial surface and the boundary between L6 and the white
matter. We then solved the transform that mapped each quadrilateral to a rectangle with
14

horizontal pial and L6-white matter boundaries, and vertical boundaries orthogonal to
these. The original position of each stimulation point was then re-mapped to its
normalized position using this bilinear transform.
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Chapter III
Results

In this study, we used Laser Scanning Photostimulation (LSPS) with glutamate
uncaging to map the spatial location of cortical neurons that are presynaptic partners to
L4 neurons in A1. This involved recording from a target L4 neuron while focally
uncaging glutamate systematically over the slice to stimulate potential presynaptic
neurons. Whether these neurons actually are presynaptic was determined by recording the
presence or absence of excitatory post-synaptic currents (EPSCs) in the target neuron.

Excitation Profiles

To interpret the EPSCs recorded in the target L4 neuron during mapping
experiments, it is imperative to characterize how the presynaptic neurons respond to the
stimulus. Thus, before mapping inputs to L4 neurons, we recorded excitation profiles
from L2/3 neurons (n=11). In these experiments we recorded the direct responses of the
neurons we were stimulating while varying the location and intensity of the stimulation
(Figure 1A). The goal of these experiments was to determine a stimulation intensity
which reliably stimulated neurons to fire action potentials when the stimulation was near

Figure 1: Excitation profiles of L2/3 pyramidal cells. (A) An example
excitation profile experiment. The cell is marked by the blue triangle. Each circle
represents the location of a set of stimulations at varying intensity. Small letters
(a, b, c) show sites that the traces to the right came from. (B) Firing probability
for sites across all experiments (n = 11 cells). Sites were sorted into 25 µm bins
based on their distance from the recorded cell. (C) The percent of cells that fired
at least one action potential from stimulations at the corresponding distance and
intensity. Binning was same as in B.
the neuron, but which only stimulated a small area of the slice. It was important that the
stimulation be reliable so that we could be more confident about detecting synaptic
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connections if they were present, but it was also important to limit the area of the
stimulation to avoid stimulating polysynaptic activity in the slice.
The distances between the stimulation locations and the cell were measured and
placed into 25 µm bins. For each bin the fraction of stimulations that evoked an action
potential was measured for each stimulation intensity (Figure 1B). We determined that 5
µJ gave the best trade-off between reliable stimulation and spatially limited stimulation.
All 11 neurons fired at least one action potential when stimulated with a 5 µJ pulse 0-25
µm and 25-50 µm away from their somas (Figure 1C). Nine of 11 cells fired at least one
action potential when stimulated 50-75 µm away from their somas with a 5 µJ pulse, but
only 4 of 11 cells fired action potentials when stimulated 75-100 µm away, and no cells
fired action potentials in response to 5 µJ stimulation more than 100 µm away (Figure
1C). Therefore, 5 µJ stimulation was used in all subsequent experiments. Action
potentials elicited by 5 µJ stimulation had a median latency of 5.2 ms, but their latencies
ranged from 1.8 ms to 194 ms. Spontaneous firing was seen in only 2 out of 878
stimulations in 11 cells.

Analysis of Mapping Data

Synaptic events in traces recorded while mapping were detected (see Methods)
and sorted into three categories based on the time of the event. The pre-stimulus category
included events that occurred before the laser stimulus (Figure 2A). These events were
presumed to be spontaneous, and could include both miniature EPSCs from spontaneous
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Figure 2: Example traces from a mapping experiment. (A) Trace that shows a
probable stimulated response. (B) Trace that shows a direct response. For
analysis, three regions were defined in each trace. The pre-stimulus region
included all of the time before the stimulus. Events in the pre-stimulus region
were considered spontaneous. The direct-stimulus region (colored yellow)
included the 5 ms before and after the stimulus. Events that started in this region
were presumed to have been caused by uncaged glutamate binding directly to the
recorded cell. The post-stimulus region was from 5 to 105 ms after the stimulus,
and events that started in this region were included in further analysis. Arrowheads indicate time of laser stimulus. Red lines are calculated fits to the detected
events.
vesicle release and EPSCs from cells spontaneously firing action potentials. Events were
categorized as direct (caused by uncaged glutamate binding directly to the cell being
recorded from) if they occurred in the 5 ms following the stimulus (Figure 2B). The
post-stimulus category included events that occurred 5 to 105 ms after the stimulus
(Figure 2A). While it is likely that some of the events in the post-stimulus category were
spontaneous events, we expected the population of events to be shifted toward stimulus19

evoked events. However, no significant differences were found in the amplitude, decay
time constant, or rise time of events between the pre-stimulus and post-stimulus
categories (Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test, n=22 cells, p < 0.05).
Events in the pre-stimulus region were used to calculate the rate of spontaneous
events in each cell. Spontaneous event rates ranged from 0.22 to 29.3 Hz, with a mean +/standard deviation of 8.32 +/- 7.23 Hz, and a median of 5.93 Hz.
An example map is shown in Figure 3A. For each cell mapped, stimulation sites
extended from L2 to L6 (and occasionally into the white matter) at least 450 µm away
from the cell. The average lateral extent of stimulation was 765 µm caudal to the cell and
725 µm rostral to the cell. Due to scattering of light off the pipette, the area occluded by
the pipette was excluded from stimulation. Typically this area included parts of L1 and
L2/3 between the cell and the pial surface.
Cells typically showed clusters of sites with EPSCs as well as isolated sites
(Figure 3A). The example shown has a cluster of medium inputs from L6 (Figure 3A,
subset c), and larger inputs from L4 about 300 µm caudal to the cell (Figure 3a, subset b).
This cell also has a cluster of small inputs from L2/3 rostral to the cell (Figure 3A, subset
a). Sites near the cell show direct responses that partially or completely mask synaptic
responses from those sites. While LSPS using glutamate-uncaging is an excellent tool for
stimulating distant synaptic inputs, it is difficult to interpret data from sites near the cell.
The largest direct responses occur from stimulation near the soma of the cell, but smaller
direct responses still occur when stimulating up to 250 µm away, presumably due to
stimulation near the cell’s dendrites.
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Figure 3: Analysis of an example input map. (A) The slice was stimulated at
each site (indicated by circles) while recording from a target cell (located near the
center of the black spots). Spots where events were detected are colored according
to the sum of the charge in the detected events. Example traces for spots in A and
B are shown in a, b and c to the right. (B) The same map as in A, but spots are
colored by the probability that events were spontaneous, as determined by the
spatial correlation algorithm. (C) Same map as in A and B. Here the charge
measurements are normalized and smoothed with a Gaussian convolution that has
the same width as the excitation profiles measured in Figure 1. Areas where the
probability of events being spontaneous was < 0.02 are outlined in white. In A, B
and C, rostral is to the right.
In order to smooth the maps, we convolved the measurement of charge in poststimulus EPSCs with a Gaussian kernel fit to the excitation profiles we determined. This
distributed the measurement of the strength of the input over the area that the input came
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from, with a weight corresponding to the probability of the stimulus evoking an action
potential in each area.
Figure 3A also shows several responses that are relatively isolated. It is likely that
EPSCs in isolated sites were spontaneous events. Spontaneous event rates were used to
calculate the probability of seeing spontaneous events in the post-stimulus time window
(see Methods). Because stimulation sites were spaced only 35 µm apart, adjacent sites
likely stimulated an overlapping set of cells, and thus events were spatially correlated. We
used the spatial correlation algorithm (see Methods) to determine the probability that the
events at each site were spontaneous, based on the number of events seen in surrounding
sites. Only sites where the probability that a post-stimulus event was spontaneous was
less than 0.02 were counted as synaptically connected (Figure 3C & 3D).
Often sites that were determined to be synaptically connected using this method
were also sites that had large EPSCs in their responses. However, sometimes sites with
small events well within the size distribution of spontaneous events were detected using
the spatial correlation algorithm to calculate their probability. These small events would
have been missed if we had only looked at the size of the events we recorded.

Sources of intracortical input to L4 neurons
Figure 4 shows several input maps from individual cells. Common features of
these maps include a local area of inputs in L4 around the recorded cell, discrete inputs
laterally in L4, L6 inputs from directly below the cell, and L6 inputs lateral to the cell.
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However, most of the maps only have a subset of these common features, and many have
additional unique features.
The cell in panel 4A shows three of the characteristic features: local L4 input,
columnar L6 input, and discontinuous lateral L6 inputs on both the caudal and rostral side
of the cell. There is also a small input from L5 approximately 600 µm rostral to the cell.
Interestingly, the three sources of L6 input appear to be discontinuous, possibly
suggesting a modular organization.
Panel 4B shows a cell that had a set of L4 inputs about 300 µm caudal to the cell,
as well as L6 inputs both caudal and rostral to the cell. This cell lacks the columnar L6
inputs, and it appears that the rostral L6 inputs are both stronger and more extensive that

Figure 4: Example input maps. Each map is analyzed as described in Figure 3.
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the caudal L6 inputs. This cell also has a possible L2/3 input from slightly rostral to the
cell, but this putative input did not meet the probability criteria ( < 2% probability of
being spontaneous) for being classified as a connection.
The cell in panel 4C has extensive local L4 inputs which are continuous with
some columnar L2/3 inputs. It also has a discrete set of rostral L4 inputs, and some small
patchy inputs in the L2/3 and L4 caudal to the cell. It has relatively strong L6 inputs that
are shifted about 100 µm rostral to the cell, and that are continuous with weaker L6 inputs
up to 500 µm rostral to the cell. The rostral L6 input is vertically aligned with the rostral
L4 input. The cell in panel 4D shows a similar pattern of inputs. It has an area of local L4
inputs, as well as a discrete set of inputs in L4 and L6 about 300 µm rostral to the cell.
There is a small area of input in L5 about 500 µm caudal to the cell. It also appears to
have inputs from L5 aligned with the cell and L6 about 300 µm caudal to the cell,
although these inputs have a > 2% chance of being spontaneous.
Panel 4E also shows a cell with L4 and L6 inputs rostral to the cell. This cell also
has a small L6 input about 500 µm caudal to the cell and some small L5 or L6 inputs
slightly caudal to the cell. It also had a L2/3 input about 400 µm rostral to the cell similar
to the possible L2/3 input in panel 4D.
The map in panel 4F is unique. It has a set of local L4 inputs, L5 inputs about 100
µm caudal and 400 µm rostral to the cell, and a L6 input about 600 µm rostral to the cell.
It also has small areas of input spread over the mapped region.
Panel 4G shows a cell with a large area of local L4 input extending about 250 µm
caudally and 400 µm rostrally, extending into L2/3 on the side caudal to the cell. The cell
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also shows two areas of input in L6, the larger of which is about 300 µm caudal to the
cell while the smaller area is about 100 µm rostral. The cell also shows a small area of
input in approximately L3 about 500 µm caudal to the cell, as well as scattered single
spots that reached significance.
The cell in panel 4H has all of the canonical features that we have seen. It has an
area of local L4 input as well as discrete flanking L4 inputs about 300 µm rostral and
caudal. The L4 input is continuous with L5 and L6 input in the column below the cell,
although some of the weight of that input is shifted slightly caudally. The cell also has
flanking L6 inputs, both caudally and rostrally. The rostral L6 input is aligned with the
rostral L4 input about 300 µm lateral to the cell, while the caudal L6 input is about 600
µm lateral.
The map of the cell in panel 4I reflects a few of the common features. It has local
L4 inputs, as well as other scattered inputs, and lateral inputs from deeper layers. There
are discrete L6 inputs about 200 and 500 µm caudal to the cell. The near input is smaller
in area but larger in amplitude than the far input. Another large input is seen in L5 about
600 µm rostral to the cell. The cell has a small input in L5 about 200 µm caudal as well as
a small input in L5 or L6 about 200 µm rostral. The cell also has a cluster of small inputs
in L2/3 about 500 µm rostral.
In summary, many cells contained common features, including local columnar L4
input and discrete lateral patches of L4 inputs. We also observed many cells that have
columnar L6 inputs as well as discrete lateral L6 inputs. However, an individual cell
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usually only received input from a subset of these areas, and often cells received input
from other areas as well.
To examine the overall organization, we combined input maps across all 22 cells
(Figure 5). These maps were binary before they were combined; for each cell, each

Figure 5: Input maps combined across cells. (A) The fraction of cells (n=22)
that had statistically probable inputs from each location. Sections of the map were
divided into 300 µm wide columns, with the middle column centered on the
recorded cell. (B) The average fraction of cells with probable inputs across each
column. Note the peaks in L4 and L6. (C) The average fraction of cells with
probable inputs across each layer. Note the slight dips in connection probability
between columns. (Table) The fraction of cells that had statistically probable
inputs within each section.
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location either had an statistically significant input (as determined by the spatial
correlation algorithm (see Methods)), or it did not. To normalize for different slice sizes
and shapes of the cortex, the locations of all stimulation points were re-mapped onto a
standard grid (see Methods). In this grid, the x-position of points was determined relative
to the x-position of the cell, and the y-position of the points was normalized to the depth
of the cortex. To ensure that the x and y dimensions of Figure 5 would have the same
units, 100% depth (the bottom of L6) was set to 1.11 mm, which was the average depth
of the cortex across slices.
The common sources of inputs to L4 can be seen in Figure 5A. These include
local L4 input, L4 inputs from flanking columns, columnar L6 input and L6 input from
flanking columns. However, because the inputs have some variability in their locations
relative to the cell, averaging inputs across cells loses some of the fine structure that we
see in the individual maps.
To maintain that fine structure while combining maps across cells, we split the
cortex into 12 areas. These 12 areas were an uneven grid with vertical region boundaries
defined by layers, and horizontal regions split into “columns” that include a 300 µm mid
column with the cell at the center, one 300 µm column rostral to the cell, and one 300 µm
column caudal to the cell. We then counted the fraction of cells that had input from each
area (Figure 5D). To be counted as having an input, an area had to have at least three
stimulation sites that yielded statistically significant responses (as determined by the
spatial correlation algorithm (see Figure 3, methods)).
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From this we found that nearly all cells (95%) had local L4 inputs, while 40% of
cells had caudal L4 inputs and 45% of cells had inputs in the rostral L4 region. Fewer
cells had input areas in L2/3 or L5. Only 31% of cells had columnar L2/3 inputs, while
22% of cells had columnar L5 inputs. Interestingly, there seems to be a matching
anisotropy between inputs from rostral and caudal regions in L2/3 and L5. Only 4% of
cells had inputs from the caudal L2/3 region, while 27% of cells had inputs from the
rostral L2/3 region. Correspondingly, only 9% of cells had inputs from caudal L5 but
27% of cells had inputs from rostral L5.
Lateral L6 inputs roughly matched the lateral L4 inputs. 40% of cells had inputs
from the caudal L6 region and 31% of cells had inputs from the rostral L6 region. 50% of
cells had columnar L6 inputs.

Figure 6: Distribution of probable input areas. Each spot represents an input
area. Spots are located at the center of mass of the corresponding input, and the
size of the spot represents the size of the area. Different colors represent input
areas from different cells.
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To determine whether there were obvious clusters of inputs, we calculated the
center of mass and the area of each contour that outlined a set of statistically significant
inputs (see Figure 3). We then plotted the location of each center of mass in Figure 6. The
size of each plotted spot is proportional to the area of the corresponding input. Each cell
is represented in a different color. The very large spots in the middle L5 region reflect
large contiguous input regions that span layers (for example see Figure 3H). While there
doesn’t seem to be obvious clustering, except near the cell in local L4, it is clear that
many cells have sizable regions of input from L6. Inputs from other areas are much
smaller in area. While it is possible that this is due to presynaptic cells in L6 being either
more numerous or more spread out than presynaptic cells in other regions, we have not
yet ruled out the possibility that L6 cells have a wider spatial excitation profile than
pyramidal cells in L2/3.
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Chapter IV
Discussion

Our results clearly show that layer 4 neurons in auditory cortex receive input from
neurons located in spatially distinct regions of A1. These results support the idea that
information about different frequencies is combined in primary auditory cortex. Inputs to
L4 cells include both columnar inputs and inputs from regions that may correspond to
adjacent columns. Nearly all the mapped L4 cells received input from L4 in their same
column. About 50% of L4 cells received columnar L6 input. Surprisingly, the majority of
cross-tonotopic inputs originated in L4 and L6, not in L2/3. We observed discrete,
discontinuous areas of input laterally in L4 and L6 from both the caudal and rostral sides
of the cells. The discreteness of these inputs zones suggests a modular processing circuit
that might function to amplify harmonic structure.

Comparison with Previous Studies

Our results reflect the canonical laminar distribution of inputs in the cortical
circuit. In this canonical circuit, information comes into L4 from the thalamus. L4 then
projects up to L2/3, which projects down to L5 and L6. L6 then sends projections back to
L4. Our results show that layer 4 neurons in A1 receive intralaminar input from other L4

cells. They also receive significant interlaminar input from L6, and a less prominent input
from L5 and L2/3. This laminar pattern of input is similar to that of visual cortex
(Douglas & Martin, 2004).
Previous studies have investigated local intracortical connections in auditory
cortex using both anatomical and electrophysiological methods. However, our results
differ from the work of Barbour and Calloway (2008), who used a slice orientation
orthogonal to that used here. As a result only columnar connections can be compared
with their study. Consistent with our study, Barbour and Calloway saw the local L4 input
that we see. They also saw a small amount of columnar L5 input in their population of
cells. They also reported L2/3 input in one cell they show, but L2/3 input was not
significant in their population of cells. However, they did not detect any columnar L6
input. This is surprising because we saw columnar L6 input in 11 out of 22 cells that we
mapped. This might reflect a species- or age-related difference; we used mice between
p35 and p43, while they used rats age p25-p31.
Oviedo et al. (2010) did not record input maps for L4 cells, but they mapped
inputs to L2 and L3 cells both parallel and orthogonal to the tonotopic axis. They found
that the inputs to L2 cells arose predominantly from within the same column in both slice
planes. In maps of L3 cells they only saw columnar inputs in slices orthogonal to the
tonotopic axis, but in slices cut across the tonotopic axis they saw input from L5 and L6
that originated ~250 µm rostral to the cell, representing higher frequencies. In
comparison, our maps of L4 cells reveal more extensive input from cells in different
regions of the tonotopic map.
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An anatomical study by Ojima et al (1992) of projections of single infragranular
neurons in A1 of cats show a type of L6 neuron that has axon collaterals in L3 and L4 as
well as in L6. The axon collaterals in L3 and L4 seem to extend ventrally to the cell body,
within the isofrequency sheet, while the axon collaterals within L6 extend dorsally. Like
projections of L2/3 cells, these projections of L6 cells seem to project primarily along a
dorso-ventral axis, closely aligned with isofrequency sheets in cats (Ojima et al., 1991;
1992).
Anatomical studies with less resolution also show evidence for “patchy” or
modular projections in A1 (Wallace & Bajwa, 1991; Wallace, Kitzes, & Jones, 1991). In
cat A1, injections of an antrograde tracer into L5 and L6 resulted in patches of labeled
axon terminals in upper layers as well a spread of axon terminals in deeper layers. These
patches were primarily contained within isofrequency sheets, but also occurred in regions
with higher or lower best frequencies (Wallace et al., 1991).

L6 inputs

Previous work from Sherman’s lab puts forth the idea of “driver” and “modulator”
pathways (for review see Lee & Sherman, 2010). In this framework, driver pathways are
main information--bearing pathways, and synapses in driver pathways tend to be strong,
reliable, located proximally to the soma, undergo paired-pulse depression and lacking a
metabotropic glutamate receptor 1 (mGluR1) component (Lee & Sherman, 2008). Driver
pathways include the lemniscal projection from the MGBv to L4 as well as the L5
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projection back to the thalamus (Llano & Sherman, 2009). In contrast, modulator
pathways exist to modulate information transfer in driver pathways, and synapses in
modulator pathways tend to be weaker, have low release probability, to be located more
distally, undergo paired-pulse facilitation, and have a mGluR component. Modulator
pathways include projections from non-tonotopic areas of the MGB to A1 as well as L6
projections back to the dorsal and medial divisions of the MGB (Llano & Sherman,
2009).
Inputs to L4 from L6 in auditory cortex were shown to have an mGluR
component, suggesting that they are modulatory inputs instead of information bearing
inputs (Lee & Sherman, 2009). In this study, LSPS was used to locate L6 inputs to L4
cells. These inputs were then stimulated rapidly to activate a possible mGluR response;
disappearance of the sustained response after subsequent application of an mGluR
antagonist confirmed that the response was mediated through mGluRs. However, this
study did not address the lateral location of L6 inputs to L4 cells.
It is possible that the L6 to L4 projection that we see functions to gate information
coming into A1 from the thalamus. L6 input to L4 cells evoked by preceding sounds
could serve to affect the L4 response to subsequent thalamocortical input. This could
serve either to prime L4 to be more receptive to incoming auditory information, or to
make L4 neurons less receptive to incoming information, in order to block extraneous
information from reaching the cortex.
A more subtle role of the L6 to L4 projection may be to function as a gain control.
In fact, the L6 projection to superficial layers in visual cortex was recently demonstrated
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to be involved in gain control (Olsen, Bortone, Adesnik, & Scanziani, 2012). When
activity in L6 neurons was induced using Channelrhodopsin, the responses of neurons in
superficial layers to visual stimuli were reduced. In contrast, when L6 activity was
inhibited with Halorhodopsin, superficial neurons exhibited increased responses to visual
stimuli. Manipulation of L6 activity did not affect the tuning of these responses. It is
possible that the L6 to L4 projection has a similar functional role in auditory cortex. It is
important to note that while L6 activity inhibited superficial neuron activity in visual
cortex, presumably through recruiting superficial interneurons, we know that in auditory
cortex, L6 neurons form excitatory synapses directly onto L4 cells. However, both the
locations of inputs to L4 inhibitory neurons and the inhibitory inputs to L4 excitatory
cells remain unknown.

Relationship of input sites to tonotopic axis
The spacing of the off-frequency layer 6 inputs, and the trend for them to be
spatially discontinuous, suggest that they might be involved in a modularly-organized
processing structure that is organized across frequency. An example is harmonic
structure, which is present in vocalizations and in many natural sounds. It arises from the
resonances present in the mechanical generators of sound sources, and from non-linear
acoustic processes. The harmonic structure of sounds is often dominated by octaves,
frequencies that are integer multiples of a fundamental. Octave-based processing may
occur in auditory cortex. For example, neurons in cat primary auditory cortex have an
over-representation of octave-spaced response areas in their tuning curves (Noreña,
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Gourevitch, Pienkowski, Shaw, & Eggermont, 2008). Kadia and Wang (2003) showed the
existence of neurons in marmosets that had multipeaked tuning curves and found that the
frequencies of the peaks were often harmonically related (Kadia & Wang, 2003).
Our data supports the notion of octave-based sound processing. Many of the
lateral inputs in L4 and L6 are ~300 µm lateral to the cell. Intriguingly, in mice, ~300 µm
seems to be the spacing at which characteristic frequency doubles (Bandyopadhyay et al.,
2010; Hackett, Rinaldi Barkat, O'Brien, Hensch, & Polley, 2011; Stiebler, Neulist,
Fichtel, & Ehret, 1997). The distinct lateral connections to L4 cells from L4 and L6
shown by our experiments may be an anatomical substrate contributing to the octave- and
more general harmonic-related response properties seen previously.
A fundamental task of auditory cortex is to detect and segregate auditory objects
to allow us to attend to some features of our environment while ignoring others.
Intracortical L6 projections in other sensory areas have been shown to modulate the
activity of neurons in other layers in response to sensory stimuli (Olsen et al., 2012). This
suggests that the L6 projections to L4 cells that we observe in auditory cortex could play
a role in attentional gating. A seemingly unique feature of the L6 to L4 projections in A1
is that they have a lateral as well as a columnar component. Given the tonotopic
organization of A1, it is likely that the lateral component of these connections is a
pathway between neurons that respond to sounds of different frequencies. Many auditory
objects have harmonic structure, and we know harmonic structure is important for their
recognition. The cross-tonotopic connections that we see may be tuned to help amplify or
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fill-in harmonic structure, aiding our ability to detect, identify, and attend to auditory
objects.
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